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Outcomes
• You will be able to…
– Define “inquiry-based learning”
– Apply active learning strategies that promote 
inquiry-based learning in one-shot instruction 
sessions
Defining Inquiry-Based Learning
• Constructivist learning theory
• Learners build knowledge by making 
connections
• Learners’ prior ideas, experiences, and 
knowledge matter
Defining Inquiry-Based Learning
• Instruction has a theme/starting point
• Questions guide learning
• Instruction builds on learner interaction
Inquiry-Based Learning and One-Shot Instruction
• The Tour
– Evidence/Inquiry Log
• I Was Told There Would Be Topics
– What I Know/What I Want To Know
• Teach For You Tomorrow? I’d Love To!
– Mapping Questions
Scenario 1: “The Tour”
• Abandon “the tour”!
1. Split students into pairs.
2. One student is the scribe.
3. One student is the time-keeper.
4. Give them 5 minutes to explore the library 
and come up with at least 3 questions using 
an Evidence-Inquiry Log.
Evidence-Inquiry Log
Evidence-Inquiry Log
Evidence-Inquiry Log
Evidence-Inquiry Log

I Was Told There’d Be Topics
• Abandon “the cart”!
1. Individually, ask students to write a What I 
Know/What I Want To Know table about 
their topics.
2. Have them pair-share and group-share 
their questions. 
3. This can segue into an activity about where 
(potential sources) to find answers.



Teach For You Tomorrow? I’d Love To!
• Your new favorite last-minute instruction plan.
1. Choose your favorite TEDTalk or Films on 
Demand video. (Bonus points if it’s related to 
the course themes!)
2. Ask students to come up with at least 3 
questions as they watch the video. 
– What are they curious about? What do they want 
to know more about?
3. After the video, have students work in groups 
to make a concept map of their questions.





Inquiry-Based Learning: How to Do It
• Keep showing that you value curiosity.
• Stop giving information to learners.
• Start asking for their questions.
Live the Question, Love the Question
Live the Question, Love the Question
Rainer Maria Rilke: “be patient toward all that 
is unsolved in your heart and to try to love 
the questions themselves...Live the 
questions now. Perhaps you will then 
gradually, without noticing it, live...into the 
answer.” (qtd. in Ward)
Live the Question, Love the Question
“Information literacy is not a set 
of competencies; it is a way of 
being that comes from living the 
question.” – Dane Ward
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